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ABSTRACT
Researchers seeking to comprehend the state-of-the-art innova-
tions in a particular field of study must examine recent patents and
scientific articles in that domain. Innovation ecosystems consist
of interconnected information about entities such as researchers,
institutions, projects, products, and technologies. However, repre-
senting such information in a machine-readable format is challeng-
ing because concepts like "knowledge" are not easily represented.
Nonetheless, even a partial representation of innovation ecosys-
tems provides valuable insights. Therefore, representing innovation
ecosystems as knowledge graphs (KGs) would enable advanced data
analysis and generate new insights. To this end, we propose Inno-
Graph, a framework that integrates multiple heterogeneous data
sources to build a Knowledge Graph of the worldwide AI innovation
ecosystem.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies → Knowledge representation
and reasoning; Information extraction; Artificial intelligence;
Machine learning; • Information systems → Semantic web
description languages; • Social and professional topics →
Computing / technology policy; • Applied computing→ Digi-
tal libraries and archives.

KEYWORDS
artificial intelligence, innovation, innovation ecosystem, knowledge
graph, science knowledge graph, economics knowledge graph

1 INTRODUCTION
Innovation is one of the most important assets when it comes to
improving the competitiveness of any organization and a major
driver of economic and societal transformations. Having the ca-
pability to access information about cutting-edge innovation and
monitor its ongoing development is a tremendously valuable as-
set for different families of stakeholders, from policymakers and
investors to individual companies and social scientists in different
subjects. Artificial intelligence (AI) is a key driver of innovation,
enabling the development of new technologies and applications
[15]. AI has the ability to process large amounts of data and make
decisions based on that data, leading to significant advancements

in industries such as healthcare [30], finance [2], transportation [1],
manufacturing [6], image generation [22], etc..

The potential of AI to drive innovation is vast and will continue
to impact various industries and fields in the coming years. This po-
tential is also associated with two essential features: it is evolving at
an unprecedented pace, and it is associated with several ethical and
societal concerns [9]. For these reasons, monitoring its evolution is
both difficult and valuable.

Recent technological advancements and the abundance of open
data sources related to innovation enable more quantitative anal-
yses and tool-supported discovery; to identify skill discrepancy
between education and jobs [4], mapping the evolution path of
technology [20], and identify knowledge and innovation spillover
[16], among other usages.

In the last decades, the research community has been proposing
various solutions to make science-related work (e.g., articles and
their metadata) machine-readable [8]. Knowledge graphs (KGs)
have been proposed as valuable solutions

because of their simple and effective structure. Entities – rep-
resented as nodes, are classified, interlinked by specific relations,
and possibly described by additional attributes [13]. As a conse-
quence, several KGs representing scholarly data have been pub-
lished [8, 14, 26, 29].

A similar approach can be applied to support the monitoring of
AI innovation, to exploit several advantages of KGs: (i) Intercon-
nectivity; a structured and interconnected representation supports
applications for easy exploration and discovery of new relation-
ships between entities and a comprehensive and interconnected
view of data, yielding to a better understanding of the AI innovation
landscape and more informed decisions, e.g., about investments
and partnerships; (ii) Better data analysis: the mix of graph-based
data and text support advanced

data analysis, providing valuable insights into the AI innovation
process and supporting data-driven decision-making; (iii) Enhanced
search: the rich context attached to the data supports improved
search functionalities, helping users find relevant information.

Numerous datasets and KGs related to AI innovation exist (see
Section 3), but they focus mainly on publications and patents and
include simple explicit relations (e.g., collaboration and citation
relations). The coverage and quality of topic-wise classification
varies across sources and it is not specific enough to track AI in-
novations. The economic aspects of AI innovation (e.g. companies,
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investments, acquisitions, coverage across media) and other work
products (datasets, software, ML models) are not covered. All of
this makes it difficult for policymakers, investors, companies and
researchers to gain useful insights and have a better understanding
of how, when, and where AI innovation happens, and what future
directions it may take.

This position paper introduces InnoGraph, a knowledge graph of
the worldwide AI innovation ecosystem. The main goal is to build
and maintain an “AI Innovation Knowledge Graph” (InnoGraph) by
semantic integration of heterogeneous data sources that cover the
different phases of the AI innovation lifecycle. The aim is to inter-
connect, model, and understand the relevant aspects of the global AI
innovation ecosystem from the inception of the ideas (e.g., articles
and patents) to their potential realization in business (e.g., invest-
ments), up to the uptake (e.g., media coverage) and decision-making
at the research policy level. This KG can be used to efficiently man-
age and analyze data within the AI innovation ecosystem, allowing
for a better understanding of trends, relationships, and patterns in
the data, leading to improved decision-making and innovation in
AI.

The main contributions of this paper include: 1) introduce Inno-
Graph and the different aspects of AI innovation and the need to
integrate heterogeneous sources to cover its evolution (Section 2);
2) collect and analyze state-of-the-art related to scientific and inno-
vation KGs and identify the gaps that need to be fulfilled (Section 3);
3) provide an overview of the architecture of the proposed solution,
the technical challenges that must be solved to build a valuable
monitoring tool, and the use cases for downstream usage (Section 4).

2 INNOGRAPH AND AI INNOVATION
Due to the breadth of the global innovation ecosystem, we plan
to focus on the narrower field of AI spreading horizontally across
many fields of research and technology.

Papers, patents, and grant applications have become less inno-
vative compared to earlier work and are less likely to link different
areas of knowledge, which are both factors that contribute to in-
novation [27]. Additionally, determining the most effective actions
for an innovation ecosystem is challenging. Identifying the crucial
factors within the ecosystem and predicting the effectiveness of
specific measures are complex tasks and cannot be predicted easily.

The idea of InnoGraph is born around the concept of supporting
the appropriate stakeholders in various stages of the ecosystem
by delivering insights from the AI innovation lifecycle. Papers
and patents play an increasingly important role in innovation and
economic performance [24]. However, recent papers and patents do
less to push science and technology in new directions [28]. The time
between scientific discovery and its recognition with a Nobel Prize
has grown, indicating a decline in the quality and impact of recent
innovations compared to those of the past [23]. Thus, InnoGraph
aims to fill this gap by (i) connecting more datasets rather than
only patents and research papers (e.g., StackExchange and GitHub);
(ii) providing insights at different stages of AI innovation (e.g.,
by modeling adequately the AI innovation ecosystem and using
analytical methods that provide relevant insights to managers of
different stages of the innovation) and (iii) to support different

actors (e.g., policymakers for the preparation of new legislation,
new funding programs, etc.).

The purpose of InnoGraph is to provide data-driven support
to each stage of AI innovation which could be understood as a
“journey of an AI innovation”, from inception to implementation.
The journey of innovation can be seen as a composition non strictly
in the presented order of the following stages: (1) an innovation
typically appears in the academic world; (2) projects are started
around the innovation; (3) the innovation gets possibly patented; (4)
companies are established around the innovation; (5) companies get
investments, possibly in several rounds; (6) investments influence
the job market; (7) market reacts to the quality and possible impact
of the innovation; (8) public and expert perception gets formed; (9)
media starts publishing about the innovation and companies; (10)
educational institutions integrate innovation in their curricula; (11)
policymakers regulate the innovation; and (12) to close the cycle,
funding agencies create new funding opportunities to create space
for follow-up innovations.

Each stage of the "journey of innovation" has its own set of
stakeholders, including scientists and policymakers, who play their
own unique roles. The “journey” can last from a few years, up
to decades. Innovations can sometimes fail to materialize due to
various reasons (like lack of potential or even politics). Currently,
the innovation ecosystem is generally studied and analyzed only
at a local and fragmented level, with each stage being considered
individually rather than taking a holistic view of the entire lifecycle.

Therefore, the aim is to create a holistic model (in a form of an
evolving knowledge graph) of the AI innovation ecosystem, identify
interdependencies and influences between the stages, and deliver
an operational prototype serving the stakeholders involved in the
innovation process. In particular, the vision is to help decision-
makers at various stages to properly manage innovations with
potential and to avoid mistakes in the process.

3 RELATEDWORK ON INNOVATION
KNOWLEDGE GRAPHS

The aim of innovation knowledge graphs is to map out the relation-
ships between different actors, resources, and processes involved
in the innovation ecosystem. Knowledge graphs transform data
into knowledge, whether they are general in nature, like Wiki-
data1, focused on geographic information, like Geonames2, or more
specialized, like the Springer SciGraph [40] in the field of research.

Work on building innovation KGs can be divided considering
different aspects: (i) data input, (ii) scope, and (iii) production au-
tomation.

Regarding data input, innovative KGs can be divided into (i)
KGs that focus on a single data source, e.g., research papers like
OpenAlex [29] or (ii) KGs that combines multiple sources of input,
e.g., [38] that combines data from Github, Stack Overflow, and
Wikidata.

Considering the scope of the innovative KGs, several applications
are identified: scientific knowledge discovery (MAG [26], OpenAlex
[29], ORKG [14], etc.), technology monitoring (SciGraph for publi-
cation trends and collaboration networks [40], SoftKG for software

1https://www.wikidata.org
2https://www.geonames.org
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development monitoring [38]), personalized recommendations (pro-
prietary KG, such as Facebook or Google KG), etc.

With respect to the automation process, innovative KGs are built
by (i) manual or semi-automatic approaches (e.g., ORKG [14]) and
(ii) fully automated (CS-KG [8], PKG [41]) that implement a fully
automatic pipeline for the extraction of entities and predicates to
populate their respective KGs.

In addition, there is a recent study focused on building a KG
for Innovation Ecosystems [35]. Such KG leverages data from four
domains: patents; projects; articles, talent, and funding; and finally
organizations. Despite the fact that the above project is the closest
to the one introduced in this paper, to the best of our knowledge
such KG has remained bound in a limited number of domains and
data sources. Moreover, there are no other papers or repositories
describing the progress status of such a KG rather than the latest
paper in 2020.

In the state-of-the-art, InnoGraph is positioned in the union of
the above categories. In fact, as described in Section 4.2, InnoGraph
leverages data from different sources, including the most prominent
KGs of both categories. However, it is not limited to the above-
cited works as it leverages data ranging from research into the
industry with coverage of funding and investments, social media,
and technical forums. To the best of our knowledge, no KG has
been proposed so far that focuses on AI innovation ecosystems and
has similar coverage of innovation stages.

4 THE INNOGRAPH KNOWLEDGE GRAPH
4.1 Technical architecture
As shown in Figure 1, the InnoGraph KG consists of five parts:

• Data sources: a set of temporal corpora providing covering
multiple stages of the AI innovation cycle. These documents
are represented in a shared representation to facilitate fur-
ther analysis (see details in Sections 4.2 and 6),

• Ontologies and KGs: existing ontologies, KGs and classifica-
tions providing the necessary information about the topics
(see details in Section 6).

• Analytical modules: modular components to handle various
data enrichment tasks, including data cleaning, data linking,
and relation extraction.

• The knowledge graph: embedding the AI ecosystem.
• Use cases and applications: built on top of the KG, to serve

multiple stakeholders (See details in Section 4.4).

4.2 Data sources
In order to cover the whole lifecycle of AI innovation, InnoGraph
considers using a large number of datasets. On a conceptual level,
these data sources can be categorized into the following aspects:

• R&D: research, patents
• Media: both mainstream (news) and social media
• Software development: technical forums, collaboration plat-

forms, etc.
• Funding and investments: both public and private
• Companies: representing the commercial aspect of the AI

innovation cycle and tightly coupled with investments

• Policy data: initiatives, regulations and economical indica-
tors

More details on datasets under each aspect can be found in Section
6.

In addition to structured data, we are looking into science popu-
larization websites and blogs, such as the Stanford AI Index Report3
and AI Vibrancy Tool4, LifeArchitect5, State of AI Report 20226,
2022 AI Tech Trends Report7 by Future Today Institute, Natural
Language Processing Progress8, etc. Furthermore, we are collecting
an extensive Zotero bibliography9.

4.3 Technical Challenges
To build such a KG, certain challenges and requirements need to be
handled, as further specified below.

Harmonizing and ingesting a huge amount of data. Devel-
oping infrastructure for obtaining, parsing, filtering/selecting, and
storing the different data sources in a shared representation.

Building a holistic taxonomy. Our objective is to develop
a comprehensive taxonomy of AI concepts encompassing a wide
range of scientific, technological, business, and policy-related topics,
including both established and emerging areas within the field of AI
and its applications. To accomplish this, we plan to merge several
taxonomies, tag sets, and subject thesauri. (see Section 6).

Linking/matching named entities across data sources. Link-
ing especially organizations (institutions and companies) names, by
leveraging information from existing databases about organizations
(e.g., Wikidata, ROR) as well as organization metadata in each of
the data sources.

Semantic tagging. Annotating works/documents (possibly mul-
tilingual) with topics and other entities (e.g., products, organiza-
tions) to facilitate search over the corpora.

Classification of works/documents with topics. Going be-
yond semantic annotation and keyword matching, by building
classifiers to tag documents with topics when needed.

Construction and continuous update of the dynamic har-
monized KG. Not only building but also updating the dynamic
harmonized KG, mirroring the exponential growth of AI. In specific,
handling the concept and entity life cycles and the emergence of
new concepts/entities.

Implement analytic tasks for different use cases and ap-
plications. See Section 4.4 for details.

4.4 Use cases
InnoGraph holds vast potential and can be utilized to get insights
about various steps of the "journey of an innovation" lifecycle.
There are two categories where InnoGraph finds application: (i)
based on the final scope and (ii) based on the audience.

Some of the most prominent applications based on the final scope
include, but are not limited to: InnoGraph Explorer: a platform for

3https://aiindex.stanford.edu/report
4https://aiindex.stanford.edu/vibrancy
5https://lifearchitect.ai
6https://www.stateof.ai
7https://futuretodayinstitute.com/trends
8https://nlpprogress.com
9https://www.zotero.org/groups/4918562/innograph/library
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Figure 1: Proposed architecture of InnoGraph

visual exploration and SPARQL endpoint for navigation, exploring,
and querying the InnoGraph KG.

Trends and Technology Forecasting: a tool for observing the
status of the latest technologies in AI; monitoring their innova-
tion lifecycle across multiple stages of development, identifying
emerging technologies, and providing data-driven evidence.

AI Commercial Landscape: a tool for monitoring the commer-
cial landscape of AI, categorizing and analyzing companies that
develop or use artificial intelligence and machine learning technolo-
gies. Identify main application sectors and geographical regions
that drive the development and implementation of AI.

Investment Recommendations: based on analysis of AI appli-
cations in various industries, industry convergence, strategic gaps,
discovering promising startups, and recommending investments
and acquisitions.

Policy Foresight Tool: a tool to assist policymakers in assess-
ing the AI landscape in their countries, answering complex policy
questions, comparing with other countries, and guiding research
investment.

4.5 End users
The use cases can serve multiple types of users or target audiences:

AI Policymakers: responsible for developing and implement-
ing policies and regulations related to AI in a given country or
jurisdiction. Their main goal is to promote the responsible and
ethical use of AI in society, and to ensure that AI technology is
developed and applied in a way that benefits the community. They
may work closely with other government agencies, AI experts, and
stakeholders to develop and implement AI policies.

Investors: provide financial resources to organizations or projects
that are involved in the development or application of AI technolo-
gies. Investors may be individuals, venture capital firms, or other
financial institutions, and their main goal is to generate a return on
their investment through the success of the AI projects or compa-
nies they invest in. Investors who are interested in AI may conduct
due diligence and risk assessment to evaluate the potential of dif-
ferent AI projects or companies, and they may provide support and

guidance to the teams or founders of these projects to help them
achieve their goals.

Researchers: engaged in the process of studying and advancing
the field of AI. They may work in a variety of fields and disciplines
that are related to AI, such as computer science, engineering, math-
ematics, neuroscience, and cognitive psychology. Such researchers
may work in an academic institution, government agency, non-
profit organization, or private company, and they often use a va-
riety of methods and tools, such as machine learning algorithms,
simulations, and experiments, to study and develop AI technologies.

Companies: startups and established companies seek to adopt
and incorporate AI into their operations and offerings to gain a
competitive advantage, improve efficiency, and increase revenue.
Such organizations are interested in acquiring up-to-date knowl-
edge, resources, tools, and techniques related to AI and monitoring
AI-related policies and regulations.

5 SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
Knowledge graphs simplify information access needed by different
users on the "journey of an innovation" life cycle. They offer en-
riched data, thereby significantly enhancing the benefits gained in
decision-making. In this paper, we introduced InnoGraph which
represents innovation ecosystems as knowledge graphs (KGs) and
enables the generation of new insights and would allow advanced
data analysis. We presented the technical architecture and the set
of data sources under consideration.

As a future work, we plan to implement the full pipeline for
InnoGraph generation and test its application in different use cases,
as part of the enRichMyData project.
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6 ANNEX: INNOGRAPH DATASETS
In order to cover the whole lifecycle of AI innovation, InnoGraph
considers using a large number of datasets covering various kinds
of entities as described below. In many cases we also mention
important kinds of identifiers used with those entities.

Topics. Key to finding and filtering relevant items from all datasets.
Therefore, at the beginning, we focus on developing a holistic tax-
onomy of AI topics (more than 10k), with identifiers and links to
these datasets, aliases, descriptions, and hierarchy. We leverage
topics from all datasets to be used by InnoGraph and more, e.g. (i)
StackExchange "tag info" pages (e.g., Machine Learning on Stack
Overflow10 and on AI Exchange11) cover numerous relevant topics
and provide names, descriptions, aliases, and related sub-topics. (ii)
The Mathematics Subject Classification has only about 15 topics
devoted to AI (code 68T12) but paper classification is curated and of
high quality (so we can be certain that the 109671 AI papers listed
in zbMATH13 are indeed related to AI), and the topics have lateral
(see also) links. (iii) arXiv (a prominent preprint archive) has about
20 relevant sub-archives, of which 10 are directly related to AI, e.g.
CS: Artificial Intelligence, CS: Machine Learning, Stats: Machine
Learning, Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition, etc.

We also collect then prune Wikipedia Categories (similar to the
approaches in [32, 38]) and harvest pages (topics) and descriptions,
to ensure comprehensive coverage, to organize topics hierarchically,
and to reach out to Wikidata where we find aliases and additional
external identifiers for these topics.

In addition to AI, we target other hot innovation topics such as
Augmented Reality, 3D Printing, Blockchain.

Academic Datasets. Cover scientific publications, citation re-
lations between publications, authors, institutions (affiliations),
venues (journals, conferences), and fields of study (topics). In addi-
tion to commercial academic databases (e.g. Elsevier ScienceDirect,
Clarivate Web of Science), open academic databases have become
increasingly prominent in the last 10 years [25].

Google Scholar is perhaps the best well-known academic data-
base, but it is closed in the sense that it doesn’t offer a data dump
or API.

10https://stackoverflow.com/tags/machine-learning/info
11https://ai.stackexchange.com/tags/machine-learning/info
12https://zbmath.org/classification/?q=cc:68T
13https://zbmath.org/?q=cc:68T

CrossRef14 [12] is the clearing-house for DOIs, the most im-
portant identifiers for academic works (although many works do
not have DOIs). CrossRef offers various APIs and currently has
143M works (100M journal articles, 23M books and chapters, 7.7M
conference papers, 455k standards, 2.7M datasets), 111k journals,
97k conferences. It also has a sizable number of links: 59M works
with references, a total of 1.4B citation links, and 2.9M works with
funder info. Thus it is a central resource that sets a "yard stick" for
comparing the scale/completeness of academic data. However, it
doesn’t offer as many value-added services as some other datasets.

Microsoft Academic Graph (MAG) [26] was a very prominent
resource, covering 280M works including papers and patents, and
a machine-learned Fields of Science taxonomy of 750k entries. A
KG (linked data) version is also available [10]. However, MAG was
shut down at the end of 2021.

OpenAlex15 [29] by OurResearch (makers of UnPaywall) started
with MAG data and is being updated continuously from a variety
of sources (CrossRef, arXiv, institutional repositories, etc). It in-
cludes 248M works (125M journal articles, 20M book chapters, 9M
conference papers, 4.75M preprints, presentations, 2.87M datasets,
unlike MAG it includes no patents), 227k venues (journals and
conferences), 7.2k publishers 65k grants, 100.5M authors (non dedu-
plicated), 108k institutions. It has a comprehensive and performant
API, MySQL dumps, ranking (of works, topics, venues, authors,
institutions), and connects to important identifiers and database:
ORCID for researchers (only 3.5% have it), ROR for orgs (96% have
it), DOAJ and ISSN for journals, Unpaywall for full texts, General
Index for N-grams of works, Pubmed and Pubmed Central for med-
ical publications. It has 65k topics inherited from MAG and fully
linked to Wikidata, but the quality of paper classification is low.
Other quality problems include gaps in some important venues,
and that authors not deduplicated.

Semantic Scholar16 [37] by the Allen Institute for AI (AI2) is
similar in size to OpenAlex and includes 205M publications, 121M
authors, 2.5B citation edges. It has good semantic processing (clas-
sification, influential citations, TLDR summaries, author profiles).
It offers APIs and dumps, but requires agreement/approval.

Arnet Miner (AMiner)17 [33, 34] by China Knowledge Centre
for Engineering Sciences and Technology, Tsinghua University,
and other Chinese researchers is one of the largest academic KGs
with 333M works, 85M researchers, 1.1B citation links. It includes
a machine-learned taxonomy of 8.8M concepts and great seman-
tic/ML processing and tools: classification, author profiles, find an
expert/reviewer, talent migration, tracing tree, ranking, most influ-
ential papers in a field, etc. It includes over 50 open datasets and
ML models for building science KGs. Further, it is the most impor-
tant gateway to Chinese research, in particular AI, e.g. see the "AI
development monthly reports" for China18. It offers dumps/APIs,
but requires establishing a cooperation agreement.

OpenAIRE19 [21] is the EU initiative to build a research graph.
It includes 174M works: 149M publications (16M research datasets,

14https://www.crossref.org
15https://openalex.org
16https://www.semanticscholar.org
17https://www.aminer.cn
18https://www.aminer.cn/research_report/articlelist
19https://graph.openaire.eu
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333k software items); 2.9M grants/projects (1.85M US NIH, 520k US
NSF, 140k UK, 83k CH, 74k PT, 66.4k EU including all EU Frame-
work Programmes since at least FP5, etc); 182k organizations. It
aggregates data from 123.6k data sources (3.7M Zenodo which is a
self-publishing archive ran by Cern and funded by the EU), 3.7M
Euro PubMed Central 2.4M Hal-Diderot French preprint archive,
etc). Despite significant work on deduplicating works coming from
multiple sources ([36], and further publications20) some quality
problems still remain. Further, authors are not separate objects but
are embedded in publications and are not deduplicated.

Archive Scholar21 [7], also known as FatCat22 is a newer aca-
demic dataset by archive.org, the "internet memory of humanity".
It includes 100M works, strong considerations for open access and
permanent archiving, and is in active development. It incorporates
the General Index: N-grams of 107M papers that can be used in lieu
of full-text, but includes no topics.

In addition to the above huge academic KGs, there are numerous
niche datasets (per-sector, per-publisher, etc).

arXiv is an established preprint server and it seems that the
newest impactful ML papers and models are first posted here;
as stated in arxlive23 "arXiv: a window on innovation... is full of
ground-breaking research". On a given day, we saw 150 new ML
publications posted here.

DBLP24 [18, 19] is an academic dataset devoted to Computer Sci-
ence that includes over 6.5M publications (520k added per year), 5.8k
conferences/workshops, 1.8k journals, 2.9M authors (165k manually
checked/deduplicated, 102k ORCID). It is the most comprehensive
archive for CS and has high-quality metadata, but no topics.

PubMed25 and the PubMed KG [39] are the most important aca-
demic KGs in life sciences, and bioRxiv26 [31] is another important
source in that domain.

Publisher KGs include Springer Nature SciGraph27, IOS Press
KG28.

The reason we need to deal with multiple academic datasets is
that coverage and quality for the domain of interest vary signifi-
cantly between them. We checked the coverage of some venues of
interest (journals and conferences mentioning "Semantic") across
some datasets:

• DBLP: 101 venues (including former conference names)
• FatCat: 59 venues
• OpenAlex: 38 venues (the Semantic Scholar dataset is counted

as 1 venue)
We also checked for CEUR-WS, which is an important series of

open self-published workshops:
• CEUR-WS: 3329 volumes
• DBLP: 112 venues
• OpenAlex: 5 unmerged records

20https://graph.openaire.eu/docs/publications
21https://scholar.archive.org
22https://fatcat.wiki
23https://arxlive.org
24https://dblp.org
25https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov
26https://www.biorxiv.org
27https://www.springernature.com/gp/researchers/scigraph
28http://ld.iospress.nl

• FatCat: 1 venue, maybe confuses the series with one volume
Vol-1516

We also counted works in the following venues:
• ISWC:

– DBLP: 5170 works, 16 constituent workshops
– FatCat: 3000 works
– OpenAlex: 971 + OM@ISWC 111 + Posters, Demos,

Industry Tracks 99 = 1081 works
• ESWC:

– DBLP: 2565 works
– FatCat: 574 works
– OpenAlex: "Extended" (current name) 82 + "European"

(former name) 49 = 131 works
• CEUR-WS

– DBLP: 49778 works
– OpenAlex: 1155 works in 5 venues
– FatCat: 140 works

Patents. Patenting activity reflects a significant part of the progress
of innovation. Google Patents29 is the largest dataset of patents,
accessible through Google BigQuery. It covers applications and
grants, families (same invention protected in several jurisdictions),
patents translated from many languages, inventors (people) and as-
signees (companies). Includes detailed patent data, CPC topics, and
vector embeddings computed from CPC and significant abstract
key-phrases.

The Collaborative Patent Classification (CPC)30 is used by both
EPO and USPTO and has about 200k highly detailed topics. It is
available from EPO as linked data31, and class Y10S706/00 is devoted
to AI. Google finds 11.7k patents classified as AI32, but there are
many more ML-related patents that are not so classified (e.g. over
100k matching "convolutional neural network")

Lens.org is an Australian science KG that has 252M academic
works, 127M patent records (applications, grants, etc), 700k topics
(from MAG), 4.9M keywords, 31.2M orgs, 2.1M funders; and strong
citation information: 2B academic citations, 386M patent citations,
and 26M citations from patents to academic works (a unique Lens
feature that allows tracing the transition from academic work to
commercialization).

Next we describe other work results that are no less important
than publications and patents.

Datasets and Benchmarks. AI cannot exist without data, so datasets
are an important ingredient of AI work. Datasets and associated
benchmarks often drive the progress of AI state-of-the-art. Popular
datasets (e.g. the MNIST handwritten digits dataset) are important
topics for discovering AI works. Some rich sources of ML tasks,
benchmarks and datasets are Kaggle33 and OpenML34. The EU is
investing heavily into Data Spaces, which are initiatives for sharing
of commercial data, while providing access control, usage control
and sovereignty guarantees. Dedicated initiatives like DataCite aim
to increase the exposure and FAIR description of Datasets. Some of
29https://patents.google.com
30https://www.cooperativepatentclassification.org
31https://epo.org/linked-data
32https://patents.google.com/?q=Y10S706/00
33https://kaggle.com
34https://www.openml.org
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the academic KGs described above include info about Datasets, and
self-publishing archives like Zenodo and FigShare make it easy to
persist a dataset and get a DOI.

ML Models. Models are amongst the most important results of
ML. Some popular models (e.g. BERT and its variations, GPT-3) are
important topics that can be used to select works from datasets.
The largest sources of models is Hugging Face35, "the github of
ML models". It offers easy deployment of models, code and apps
using the models ("Spaces"), related datasets. Another similar site is
Replicate36. Some academic KGs offer models that can be especially
useful for InnoGraph e.g. SciBERT [3] and SciCo [5] of Semantic
Scholar.

Software. Github is the largest "social coding" site and As of
the end-2022, it has 330M repositories, 94M developers, 4M "or-
ganizations" (which are groups of repositories, often related to a
development project: not necessarily constituted organizations).
Github has tags (topics) and a rich data model and APIs. But it
does not offer a dump, there are API limits, and the identification
of many Github developers is problematic since they don’t add
personal info. GHtorrent [11] offers bulk access, but is irregularly
updated (latest update in May 2021) and since May 2018 does not
provide personal data.

People: Researchers, Developers, Innovators. People make innova-
tion happen, and it is important for InnoGraph to identify person
records and track international collaborations and the transition
of people from academia to industry (and back). Each of the large
datasets include person information, but it varies in presence of
identifiers, level and quality of deduplication, and richness of per-
sonal profile info. The most important researcher identifier is OR-
CID, but unfortunately it is still sparsely populated in publication
datasets. Sources like Crunchbase include rich personal information
of founders and other key people in companies, including education
and employment.

Organizations, Companies. Innovation happens in groups, and
the interactions of research and commercial organizations is espe-
cially important: collaborations, spinoffs/startups, joint ventures.
ROR37 is the most important global identifier of orgs who do re-
search and has 102k orgs. EU CORDIS Participant ID is important
for EU research, and has an estimated 70k orgs (an import of only
Horizon 2020 participants to Wikidata38 has 33k). Apart from aca-
demic orgs, there are over 300M companies in the world. There
are multiple commercial providers of company data; we have expe-
rience with Dun and Bradstreet, Refinitiv, S&P Global CapitalIQ,
OpenCorporates, national trade registers, etc. Crunchbase provides
info about 2M companies, including a good selection of innovative
companies and startups.

Technical Forums. Developer discussions on technical questions
can help determine important topics/keywords, and some of the
prominent developers in these domains. StackExchange39 is the
largest family of forums (Reddit is an alternative, but it doesn’t
35https://huggingface.co
36https://replicate.com
37https://ror.org
38https://mix-n-match.toolforge.org/#/catalog/3344
39https://stackexchange.com/sites

have such large concentration of tech discussions). Stack Overflow
is the most popular "exchange" (23M questions, of which e.g. 55k on
ML), followed by "exchanges" like Cross Validated (statistics, ma-
chine learning, data analysis, data mining), Data Science, Artificial
Intelligence, etc.

Research Funding. Grants are an important source of info for
government high-tech funding. The resulting projects are impor-
tant clusters that allow to discover relevant work (through paper
Acknowledgements/Funding sections). Some of the academic KGs
provide grant/funding info, but the coverage is uneven. EU CORDIS
provides detailed structured data about all grants under the EU
Framework Programmes. OpenAIRE has a concentration of grants,
not only for EU but also US, UK, etc. Dimensions.ai has info about
nearly 6M grants that is available through Springer Nature Sci-
Graph40.

Funding Rounds, Acquisitions, Initial Public Offerings. Commer-
cial investment in startups and other companies are important
indicators of innovation. Crunchbase provides info about all these
3 kinds of investments. Other providers include Prequin (used by
OECD.ai), PitchBook, Netbase Quid (used by Stanford AI Index)

Policy Regulations and Initiatives. Policy makers in the AI field
include EC, Council of Europe, OECD, UNESCO, Global Partnership
for AI (GPAI) and national initiatives, Standardization bodies in the
AI field include ISO and US NIST. A good source of policies and
standards in this domain is the AI Standards Hub41. InnoGraph
needs to track the new developments of policies and standards, and
policy makers will be an important user audience for InnoGraph.

News and Social Media. When innovation progresses enough,
news and posts start appearing in mass- and social media. Tracking
the growth of such news is an important indicator of the growth and
relative importance of AI innovations. We plan to use EventRegistry
[17] for technology news (a company affiliated to JSI), and Twitter
for social media postings on the topic.
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40https://sn-scigraph.figshare.com/articles/dataset/Dataset_Grants/7376474
41https://aistandardshub.org
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